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As many of you may already know,
having read in Ruth Tanner’s
excellent book charting the
Cobweb Orchestra’s life from
conception, the first foreign trip
was inspired one bleak, sleetridden February lunchtime. Over a
pint of Guinness, if I recall.

A question was raised at a recent
Trustees meeting on a topic, very
close to my heart. ‘Should the
Cobweb Orchestra have a
strapline?’ Well in true Cobweb
style, the trustees mulled...

Hello! As I’m just about to start
working with the Billingham Group,
I’ve been asked to introduce myself
to you. So, I thought I’d tell you a
bit about my musical journey and
I’m sure, at one time or another,
about the things I do today.
each of us who plays in the Cobweb
Orchestra will have experienced a
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GROUP DATES 2014
WELCOME!

Where do we start?

From the Editor

Well, when coming up with a
strapline, we must first identify
our unique selling points.
What are the values and
benefits of the Cobweb
Orchestra?
Can we match up our values
and benefits to create a
phrase?
What length should it be?

A question was raised at a
recent Trustees meeting on a
topic, very close to my heart.
‘Should the Cobweb Orchestra
have a strapline?’ Well, in true
Cobweb style, the trustees
mulled it over, threw around a
few ideas, discussed the pros
and cons, revisited catchy (or
not) phrases the orchestra has
used in the past, mulled it over
some more and came to the
conclusion that we ought to
ask our Members.
So Members of the Cobweb
Orchestra, should we have a
strapline? If your answer is
‘yes’, would you like to submit
your suggestions of what you
think it ought to be?
Before you put on your thinking
caps, I thought I would give a
brief explanation and a few
pointers on straplines.
A successful strapline can
become as recognisable as the
brand it is supporting. Although
it’s not compulsory to have one
- and having done a quick
google search, the jury is out on
how many orchestras do - a
strapline can be a really
impactful tool. Quite simply, it’s
a concise way of saying what
we’re about and what we do.

A strapline should be short and
snappy – the experts reckon
between three and seven
words are best.
It should get our message
across without being too
descriptive.
It should be simple so that our
audience can understand it and
identify with it.
Think it through
We need to consider its usage.
How, where and when will it
appear?
Will it become part of our logo?
Will it sit alone?
Now it’s your turn...
The Trustees would like you to
submit your entries to Andrew
Forsyth; email
andrew@weasdale.com
All shortlisted entries will be
revealed and voted upon at the
AGM on 27th September at
Eldon Community Centre, Main
Road, Eldon, Bishop Auckland,
DL14 8XB.
That just leaves me to say, I
hope you have all had a
fantastic summer and are
looking forward to doing lots
more cobwebby things
throughout the Autumn
months to follow.

GROUP DATES
AUTUMN TERM 2014
Groups are listed in order of
the day during the week in
which rehearsals take place.
NB. Half term means no
rehearsal will take place on
that particular day.
Dalston
1st Session: Monday 8th Sept
Half term: Monday 27th Oct
Last session: Monday 8th Dec
Teesside
1st Session: Monday 15th Sept
Half term: Monday 27th Oct
Last session: Monday 8th Dec
Morpeth
1st session: Tuesday 23rd Sept
Half term: Tuesday 28th Oct
Last session: Tuesday 9th Dec
Tebay
1st session: Tuesday 16th Sept
Half term: Tuesday 28th Oct &
Tuesday 4th Nov
Last session: Tuesday 2nd Dec
Sage Gateshead
1st Session: Wednesday 24th Sept
Half term: Wednesday 29th Oct
Last session: Wednesday 3rd Dec

Spennymoor
1st session: Wednesday 3rd Sept
Half term: TBC
Last session: TBC
York
1st session: Wednesday 10th Sept
Half term: Wednesday 29th Oct
Last session: Wednesday 17th Dec
Consett
1st session: Thursday 18th Sept
Half term: Thursday 30th Oct
Last session: Thursday 27th Nov
If you require additional
information on any of our weekly
groups, please contact:
E: admin@cobweborchestra.org.uk

Joan Murray
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EVENTS 2014
EVENTS 2014
Don’t forget, Members of The
Cobweb Orchestra receive
reduced rates for all weekly
groups and all weekend
activities except residentials.
Please remember to book well
in advance as places for some
events are limited!
www.cobweborchestra.org.uk
or by contacting Lorna Wright
events@cobweborchestra.org.uk

Mobile: 0788 034 6145

Sat 27th September 2014
11.00am – 400pm
(AGM 1.00pm)
STUDY DAY: DVORAK NEW
WORLD SYMPHONY AND
COBWEBS AGM
Eldon Community Centre, Main
Rd, Eldon, Bishop Auckland,
County Durham, DL14 8XB
Join us for a study day looking
at the fantastic New World
Symphony by Anton Dvorak as
well as the Cobweb AGM.
Sat 4th October 2014
2.00pm – 6.00pm (rehearsal)
7.00pm (performance)
A PROMS CONCERT BY THE
COBWEB ORCHESTRA

STAY IN TOUCH VIA OUR
FACEBOOK PAGE FOR UP TO
THE MINUTE SNIPPETS AND
FEEDBACK ON EVENTS AS
WELL MEMBERS’ NEWS
A little taster of recent posts to
whet your appetite...

St Nicholas Cathedral,
St Nicholas Square, Newcastle
upon Tyne, NE1 1PF
As part of the Flower Festival,
Cobweb Orchestra will be
performing a Proms style
concert with soloist Mary
Coffield (soprano).

THE COBWEB ORCHESTRA IN
CONCERT WITH IONA BROWN
Hall 2, Sage Gateshead,
St Mary’s Square, Gateshead
Quays, Gateshead, NE8 2JR
Talented Cobweb players from
across the Northern Counties
gather for their Autumn
concert in Hall 2 conducted by
Andy Jackson. Join us for a
concert of popular classics.
Saturday 22nd November 2014
1.30pm – 7.00pm
CARMINA BURANA WITH THE
COBWEB ORCHESTRA
Sage Gateshead, St Mary’s
Square, Gateshead, NE8 2JR
Instrumentalists and singers of
all levels of experience are
invited to a day of playing Carl
Orff’s thrilling work with Andy
Jackson. Informal performance
for friends and family at 600pm.
Sat 29th – Sun 30th Nov 2014

Sunday 19th October 2014
11.00am – 4.30pm

ANNUAL DIY RESIDENTIAL AT
RIDLEY HALL

STUDY DAY: RACHMANINOV
SYMPHONIC DANCES

Ridley Hall, Bardon Mill,
Northumberland, NE47 7BP
Our annual and unbelievably
popular DIY weekend. Sign up
and pay your £30 deposit now
to secure a place!

Haxby Memorial Hall, 16 The
Village, Haxby, York, YO32 3HT
To celebrate Rachmaninov no
longer being in copyright, we’ll
be having a look at the much
loved Symphonic Dances with
Mark Edwards.
“... thanks everyone for making
it such fun...”

Sunday 16th November 2014
7.30pm

Saturday 6th December 2014
10.00am – 2.15pm
Performance starts 12.30pm

Sunday 9th November 2014
Time: tbc nearer the day

COBWEBS IN CONCERT AT
ALNWICK GARDENS

“The Cobweb Orchestra ofrece
un concierto en el teatro...

STUDY DAY: BRAHMS
SYMPHONY NO.4

“...great success. Standing
ovation from about 60 strong
audience.

Venue: tbc. Chris Griffiths will
take us through another
Brahms Symphony, this time
Symphony No.4.

Alnwick Gardens, Denwick
Lane, Alnwick,
Northumberland, NE66 1YU
An indoor concert of Festive
favourites alongside the
Durham Scratch Choir.
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FEATURES
The COBWEB ORCHESTRA –
FOREIGN ASSIGNMENTS
Andrew Forsyth

As many of you may already know,
having read in Ruth Tanner’s
excellent book charting the
Cobweb Orchestra’s life from
conception, the first foreign trip
was inspired one bleak, sleetridden February lunchtime. Over a
pint of Guinness, if I recall.
Boriana Nakeva, our “tame”
Bulgarian, Firenze-dwelling,
professional violinista had been
guesting for an early residential at
Kendal’s Brewery Art centre and
was sitting shivering inside her
jacket, only her eyes visible over
the muffling scarf when I casually
remarked that wouldn’t it be a
better idea if we all went to
Tuscany instead of her coming to
us? Sometimes an idea flits
through between the ears and
doesn’t stop, exiting the void into
the outside world, never to be seen
again. And then others seem to
stick, as this one did.
Eighteen months later, in August
2003, over 50 Cobwebisti arrived,
blinking in the dazzling sunlight at
Pisa airport for a trend-setting
week of music making at Il Grande

Prato, Castelfiorentino. Naively, we
thought that this was a one-off
exercise, as evidenced by the
name of the bank account we
opened to hold the funds we
collected, which was – and still is –
“Tuscany Music 2003 Account”.

Il Grande Prato where we stay in Tuscany.
Someone has to do it...

Cobweb residentials, wherever
they are held, are pretty intensive,
joyous, life-affirming affairs. Our
normal weekly rehearsals are
always great fun and the social
aspect probably as important to
many as the music clearly is. But
the social time is, by necessity,
limited and so it is not easy to get
to know one another more than
superficially and I am as guilty as
the next flautist at not even
knowing someone’s first name
whom I have known for perhaps
years as “the second violinist with
the red hair and pony tail”*.
Residentials allow us to share
meals with each other, mull over
life with a bottle of red, perhaps
swim some lengths or explore
some quartets in a quiet place.
But putting 30-50-75 like-minded
folk together into a shared space is
guaranteed to produce a creative
glue that sticks everyone together.
Now add the further ingredients of
foreign travel, sunshine and new
cultures and one might start to
understand the intense sense of
4

family that our overseas residentials
imbue.

Having cut our teeth in Italy, the
opportunity to travel to Hungary in
2007 - flying the flag for Durham in
its twinned town of Solnok - was
too good an opportunity to miss,
particularly with some modest
funding from the EU twinning
budget. So it was that we found
lodging in an ex-Hungarian Army
camp and taking part in a wine
festival that coincided with a
meeting of dignitaries from
Solnok’s other twinned towns
around Europe. Our hosts looked
after us splendidly and introduced
us to the sights of Budapest, the
joys of a thermal spa, the home
town of the famed Tokaj wine and
a 12th C romanesque church up
near the Ukrainian border. The
spa was a particularly special
experience. Ignoring the River
Tees-coloured (i.e. akin to
Yorkshire Tea) water with
unspecified bits of organic
material suspended in it, the three
temperatures of warm, very hot
and 0.5C were pretty invigorating,
but the singing from a bath full of
Cobwebbers was astonishing. The
roman bath architecture in Sovietera concrete included a fully
domed ceiling which lent a
cathedral-like acoustic and
augmented the splendid
harmonies that instinctively arose
from the murky waters below. The
writer did feel a certain pang of
guilt at destroying the quiet
enjoyment of the native bathers
around us, but there were many
smiles exchanged, so it can’t have
been too awful for them. We must
have outstayed our time in the
water however, judging by our
prune-like skin afterwards.

FEATURES
We were to return to Solnok in
2010, this time with a Cobweb
ceilidh band to take part in a
festival of folk dancing. Numbers
were limited by our host’s budget,
but that did not diminish the fun
had by all as we introduced the
750+ audience to the music of
Northumberland.
Many of you will have met the
remarkable Huckle family from
Dachau, who first encountered
Cobweb when they bravely
enrolled for a study day in Ripon
Cathedral. All gifted musicians,
they were so intrigued by our
Tuscany residential proposal that
they came to join us there in 2007
with flute, violins, viola and cello.
And then that dangerous
conversation pattern emerged
again with the thought that
perhaps we could consider visiting
deepest Bavaria?

So, 2008 saw the first of three very
successful visits to Dachau and
dear Antje Roser-Huckle working
her socks off finding us superb
venues in which to play and
encouraging local musicians to
come and join us for workshops
and a joint performance at the end
of the stay. For the last two of
these visits, Priscilla Crumrine
(violin, Consett group) took on all
of the organisation with aplomb
and had a distinct advantage over
the writer in that she is a fluent
German speaker. Many of us took

the opportunity to take a closer
look at stylish Munich, an easy
train ride away.
At the time of writing, we are
about to embark on our first
expedition into Spain with a trip in
the last week of July to coincide
with a Feria, an annual festival in
the little hillside town of Alora,
north of Malaga. This is, of course,
as a result of one of those
conversations again. Barbara
Griffin and Graham Jarritt happen
to have a house there that they
escape to periodically and just
wondered if…

Dachau 2008

It is very unlikely that any other
orchestra will be able to function
quite like Cobweb on tour; it is a
truly magical formula.

Oh, another thing - it is too easy to
forget that after the inevitable late
Every trip brings about its own
night sessions around the table, the
challenges in organisation but it’s
conductor’s own standards mean
no accident that Andy Jackson’s
that he will be on duty at 09:00
name hasn’t been mentioned. Yet.
sharp, baton in hand, marking the
opening beat of the bar. He has
Every single overseas trip has had a
never missed that beat.
different cast of musicians with, as
the Cobweb specification dictates,
Right, last one in the pool sings a
a range of musical experience and
solo at breakfast!
ability.
To make the trips work, we’ve
established that the people-mix is
one that more or less looks after
itself, but the music has, also, to
work. Andy’s ability to garner a
programme of music that is
appropriate for our audiences and
orchestra alike is quite
extraordinary and it isn’t just a
matter of deciding what to play, as
it inevitably involves hours of
special writing of extra parts to fill
in gaps in the instrumentation or
perhaps to replace a Soprano voice
that, sadly, isn’t in the line-up.
So we end up with a repertoire for
the week that challenges and
inspires we players, sounds
balanced and lights up the
audiences all at once.
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Koro Telletxea in San Gimignano 2013

* Any similarity or connection with
real persons, alive or otherwise, is
entirely coincidental and characters
have been created for the purposes
of illustration only.

FEATURES
UNDERGROUND ORCHESTRA
PROJECT

I followed this up with meetings
where Andy and I met Clive and
Sheila Ryan (Bassoon)
made visits down the Tunnel. We
had to test the acoustics and so I
played my bassoon on two
occasions and sang, and Andy and I
talked to each other from one end
of the Tunnel to the other. Perfect
acoustics! We invited Michael
Betteridge, our composer in
residence, to visit the Tunnel. He
was blown away at the idea of our
I’m sure, at one time or another, each playing there and he is now
composing music sympathetic to
of us who plays in the Cobweb
the Tunnel which was used to
Orchestra will have experienced a
feeling of excitement. Perhaps it
transport coal on railway lines
comes in the form of a special piece of under the city of Newcastle down
music, a well loved composer, a
to ships on the Tyne and then used
beautiful venue or the feeling that you as an air raid shelter during the
have played really well. My
Second World War. Steve Messam
excitement comes from a very
is planning to visit the Tunnel in
different source.
August with a view to erect some
form of lighting. It should be a very
Perhaps some of you remember
memorable occasion when we play
the occasion, way back on
our concert there in October.
Saturday 1st February this year,
when Andy held the Sight Reading There will be space for an audience
and approx 30 players.
Skills day. Enjoyable as it was, the
sight reading was not the source of
my excitement. In a rather low key I also found a contact for the Tyne
Pedestrian Tunnel, Richard
manner, Andy and Barbara Griffin
Simpson and spoke to him. This
mentioned the possibility of
tunnel is also historical. It carried
Cobwebs taking part in an
hundreds of workers from one side
innovative project, namely
underground playing. I was hooked of the Tyne to the other during the
days when ships were being built
and by the time I got home,
excitement mounting, I knew what in yards all along the banks of the
Tyne. In my early days of teaching,
I was going to do. I knew two
tunnels that I had visited on quite a I actually taught in Hebburn Quay
few occasions; the Victoria Tunnel School practically on the banks of
the Tyne. I took children through
in the Ouseburn and the Tyne
the Tunnel and we viewed ships
Pedestrian Tunnel which runs
being launched on the river. There
under the Tyne from Howden to
are actually two tunnels, one for
Jarrow.
pedestrians, the other for cyclists.
At present, these tunnels are being
I contacted Clive Goodman,
completely refurbished and will
Victoria Tunnel and I could tell he
not be open until June 2015. This
was just as excited as I was about
turns out to be fortunate for us.
the proposal to play there.
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When I first spoke to Richard
Simpson, he told me there would
be a grand civic reopening of this
Tunnel. He told me he was about
to look for an orchestra to play for
this occasion. Of course, I sang the
praises of our wonderful orchestra
and he agreed to invite us. I
contacted him just at the right
time! How lucky was that! Andy
and I have met Richard on two
occasions and we are making
progress with plans for next June.
Steve, our lighting expert, among
many other skills he has, will be in
charge of lighting in the Tunnel.
Andy, Michael, Steve and I will be
allowed access to the Tunnel for
further planning in January.
Another very exciting project on
the way!
The third venture is in York. This
particular one may come as a
surprise to many of you. In the
centre of York is a Nuclear Bunker,
built during the Cold War. I have
been in touch with Rachel Bowers
who is the Manager of the Bunker
and Andy and Michael and I have
planned a visit there in August.
Rachel thinks it is a wonderful
project and is supporting us all the
way.
I’m sure Barbara can tell you about
the excitement she has experienced
while visiting the Cleveland
Ironstone mine and Steve who is
exploring the Honister Slate mine.
More of these two projects later.
By the time you all read this
information, perhaps you, too, will
feel excited about the prospect of
playing in an underground space.
There is a lot more information to
report on in the future. I hope this
whets your appetite for the
opportunity of a lifetime!

FEATURES
A COBWEB CONDUCTOR IN SPAIN
Tracy Reed

Starting a rehearsal
- the conductor taking control
It often seems to take quite a long
time for everyone in the orchestra
to be ready to start to play a piece
all at the same time. People are
chatting, testing their reeds, or
rummaging through folders to
hunt for the correct piece of music.
Then, just as Andy raises his arms,
someone will shout out: "What are
we playing?"..."Where are we
going from?"..."Do you want
everyone?"..."Shall I put the kettle
on?"

Responding to players
Some questions may appear to
have really obvious answers.
Player: "The drum has come out in
sympathy..."
Player: "Do you want the snare
on?"
Andy: "When you're playing it."
Player: "How many bars are in this
piece?"
Andy: "45."
Player: "We just can't count then."

Andy tries his best to be patient:
Andy: "Are we ready?"
Player: "No."
As a founder member of The
Cobweb Orchestra, I have been
following the baton of Andy
Jackson for almost 19 years. If you
had read my article in the Winter
2012 Newsletter about my
observations as a clarinettist, you
may recall my proposition for a
collection of 'Andy quotes'. Andy
reminded me about this during our
recent trip to Spain, so I
remembered to take my pencil out
of my case for the next rehearsal. I
had to alternate very quickly from
making notes on the clarinet to
making notes about everything he
was saying - it was quite a
challenging task!

Player: "I'm not ready."
Andy: "You'll just have to catch
up."
Explaining about the music
We often make our excuses during
a rehearsal ("no time to practise"),
but conductors need to do their
'homework'.

As a composer, Andy is able to give
clear definitions of musical
terminology:
Player: "What is the difference
between ritardando and
rallentando?"
Andy: "Ritardando is to hold back
but rallentando is to gradually slow
down, but they both mean watch
the conductor."

Andy's explanations are always
'user friendly':
Andy: "Vaughan Williams said
about folk songs that all you can
do is play them again. Somewhere
in the soup there's a tune".
(Player: "It's like a gazpacho with
bits of fish in.")
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Some questions may be difficult to
anticipate, but Andy always has an
answer, even if he may have to
pause to think of one:
Player: "Does it matter if we're not
all together?"
Andy: "Well...yes."

FEATURES
"That's not what's written but it's
nice."

"This is an important one for you,
brass, so please get it right."

"Well there was some absolutely
gorgeous stuff in there, and then it
went..."
"That was in the right place, but it
was a bit 'bluuuhh'..."
There are sometimes some really
tricky things for players to master,
so Andy will try to make helpful
suggestions:

"If you get nothing else right in the
concert, please get these 3 bars
right."

Andy: "Feel it."
Player: "I don't know whether I
can."
Andy: "Sing it in your head."
Player: "I am singing it in my
head."
Andy: "Take a breath 7 from the
end."
Player: "I did!"

"Thank goodness there's one of
these we can play."
Being a leader
"One piece that works is Derek's
piece, 'The Four Songs of
Northumbria'. Perfect in every way
except the way we've been playing
it."

Andy never doubts his abilities as a
conductor:
"Anything that goes wrong means
you're playing it wrong."

Responding to mistakes

"I know exactly what I'm doing.

Andy never complains when we
get things wrong, but he drops
good hints.

Congratulating the musicians for a
successful rehearsal
"It was almost perfect."
"That was fabulous! (If only we
could play everything like that)."

"There were too many people on a
different part there."
"You weren't alone in being lost."
"What you played isn't what I've
got written here."
"I'm sure Dennis didn't write that."

"We might as well go for a coffee
now. We've achieved everything
we would normally achieve in a
session."
Providing encouragement
Even when faced with impending
disaster in a performance, Andy
remains optimistic:
"Well that's one in the bag for
tomorrow...let's see if we can get
another 55 minutes."
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FEATURES
Conducting a performance

Involving the audience

Having a well deserved rest

A Cobweb performance must be
quite a daunting experience for a
conductor.

Andy is not even worried about
including some audience
participation.

"Conductors are sol-fa above".

(Our caption competition was
initiated by Sameh Mishreki, and the
winner was Dave Allan).
Thank you
Special thanks to Andy for his
unswerving leadership of The
Cobweb Orchestra.
Thanks to Andrew Forsyth, Barbara
Griffin and Graham Jarritt for lots of
organising to ensure our visit to
Spain was a success, and to Peter
Simms for the majority of the
photographs.

Who knows what might
happen...A clarinettist playing the
wrong clarinet? Someone walking
across the stage? A member of
the audience on horseback?
Someone continuing to play after
the final note has ended? ("I do
like a little solo!")

Thank you everyone for a fantastic
holiday!

The Cobweb Orchestra
Spain 2014
http://services.surinenglish.com/virtual/2014080
1/
(page 36)
http://www.alora.es/Inicio/N.asp?IdArticulo=527
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http://www.alora.es/Inicio/N.asp?IdArticulo=527
9
http://www.alora.es/Inicio/N.asp?IdArticulo=528
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MEMBER NEWS
S

A MUSICAL MATCH

WELCOME TO JUDITH THOMPSON teacher, Bill Bircham. He played just
about every instrument going,
composed, painted, grew cacti and
spoke several languages. I always
came away from his lessons with
some new and interesting
information!

Hello! As I’m just about to start
working with the Billingham Group,
I’ve been asked to introduce myself to
you. So, I thought I’d tell you a bit
about my musical journey and about
the things I do today.

Cellist Malcolm Toft, who has
played with us for years and years,
married bassoonist, Kate Bredin
on Sunday 6th July at St Andrew’s,
Newcastle.
Kate's choir friends sang Byrd's
"Laudibus in sanctis" and Kate's
children, the Taize chant "Ubi
caritas". Kate came in to
Charpentier's prelude on the Te
Deum and the couple left to the
Bach G major French Suite gigue.
A reception followed at the
Northern Stage theatre
restaurant, Haymarket, with music
by mutual friends Muzicanti on
period instruments and Malcolm’s
old band friends Frogma.
Even the cake took on a musical
theme – a treble clef!

I was born and brought up in Norfolk
and my earliest memories are of
singing. I think this all started with
listening and singing along to records
at home. We had an eclectic mix of
discs, from Sparky’s Magic Piano and
Tubby the Tuba to Louis Armstrong,
The Beatles, George Formby and
Mozart! I thought it was all great and
once I started school, joined in with
anything musical going on. I also took
piano lessons with a fascinating

After leaving full time education at
Newcastle University and with a move
to Brighton, I got to study violin with
the inspirational teacher Andy
Sherwood, joined Brighton Festival
Chorus and started to explore the
different worlds of Irish fiddle and jazz
violin. At around this time, I started
doing some administrative work for
Brighton Philharmonic Orchestra and
also began teaching violin. I found I
loved teaching, did a PGCE and
returned to the North East. Since then
I’ve worked as a community musician
for Sage Gateshead and directed
various orchestras and choirs around
the area. I currently work for
Gateshead Schools’ Music Service and
teach jazz workshops for Pink Lane
Jazz Coop. In my spare time, I still
enjoy playing in orchestras, playing
jazz violin and I play and arrange for
the Londonderry String Quartet.
I am very much looking forward to
working with the Billingham Group
and to meeting Cobweb members
both there and at other events.

BIRTHS

Congratulations to Emma Pearson
(right) and her husband Steve on
the birth of their baby boy Jackson
William on 19th June, weighing a
good 9lb 9ozs.
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Congratulations also to Priscilla
Crumrine (Consett violinist),
husband Shane and big brother
Ryan, on the birth of Zoe Veronica
Richards on 20th May at 6.00am,
weighing in at a healthy 7lb 12ozs.

